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Abstract

In this paper we study the performance of TCP over mobile ad-hoc networks. We present a compre-

hensive set of simulation results and identify the key factors that impact TCP’s performance over ad-hoc

networks. We use a variety of parameters includinglink failure detection latency, route computation la-

tency, packet level route unavailability index, and flow level route unavailability indexto capture the impact

of mobility. We relate the impact of mobility on the different parameters to TCP’s performance by studying

thethroughput, loss-rate, andretransmission timeout valuesat the TCP layer. We conclude from our results

that existing approaches to improve TCP performance over mobile ad-hoc networks have identified and

hence focused only on a subset of the affecting factors. In the process we identify a comprehensive set of

factors influencing TCP performance. Finally, using the insights gained through the performance evalua-

tions, we propose a framework calledAtra consisting of three simple and easily implementable mechanisms

at the MAC and routing layers to improve TCP’s performance over ad-hoc networks. We demonstrate that

Atra improves on the throughput performance of a default protocol stack by 50-100%.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Ad-hoc networks are multi-hop wireless networks that can operate without the ser-

vices of an established backbone infrastructure. The mobile-stations that form the ad-hoc

network perform the additional role of routers. Since each station in the network is poten-



tially mobile, the topology of an ad-hoc network can be highly dynamic. Such networks

have traditionally been considered to have applications in the military and disaster relief

environments. Recent applications in regular wireless packet data environments [1] along

with capacity, energy, and range arguments for the use of such networks in tandem with

the existing cellular infrastructure [2], [3], [4], [5] have increased the significance of this

class of networks.

Over the past decade, a tremendous amount of research has focused on developing

network protocols for ad-hoc networks [6], [7]. While the IEEE 802.11 multiple access

protocol is primarily considered for the medium access control (MAC) layer, robust and

simple protocols such as dynamic source routing (DSR) and ad-hoc on-demand distance

vector (AODV) have emerged as the primary mechanisms at the routing layer.

With the research at the MAC and routing layers gaining maturity, some researchers

have lately shifted focus to the transport layer performance in ad-hoc networks [8], [9],

[10]. Since TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is by far the most used transport pro-

tocol in the current Internet, studying TCP’s performance over ad-hoc networks is of

obvious interest. Recent work in this area [8], [9], [10] has investigated the impact of ad-

hoc network characteristics on TCP’s performance and have proposed schemes that help

TCP overcome the negative impact of such characteristics as random wireless loss and

mobility. While we discuss related work in detail later in the paper, the primary mecha-

nism proposed to handle mobility in related works involves sending an explicit link failure

notification (ELFN) to the source from the link failure point. The source, upon receiving

the ELFNfreezesTCP’s timers and state, re-computes a new route to the destination, and

either releases the timers and state, or re-starts them from their respective initial values.

In this paper we argue that while ELFN is a necessary mechanism to improve TCP’s

performance over ad-hoc networks, it is by no means sufficient. We identify the dif-

ferent factors that affect TCP’s performance, and demonstrate that some of the factors



not addressed by the ELFN mechanism in fact have a greater impact. We use extensive

simulations to study the impact of a variety of parameters including thenumber of route

failures, route re-computation time, time a packet spends without a route at the source,

andlink failure detection time. We show the impact of the above parameters on TCP by

measuring thethroughput, loss rate, andretransmission timeout valuesat the TCP layer.

Based on our simulation results, we identify a comprehensive set of factors that need to

be addressed to enhance TCP’s performance over ad-hoc networks.

Using the insights gained through the performance evaluation, we propose theAtra

framework consisting of three simple and easily implementable mechanisms at the MAC

and routing layers that significantly improve the performance of TCP. We compare the

efficacy of the proposed schemes against basic TCP, TCP with ELFN, and when they act

in tandem with ELFN. We also show in isolation, the performance enhancements achieved

by each of the individual components of the proposed framework. The contributions of

the paper are thus two-fold:

• We identify a comprehensive set of factors that affect TCP’s performance over ad-hoc

networks. We show that the factors addressed by mechanisms such as ELFN are merely

a subset of the identified set.

• Using the insights gained through the performance evaluation, we propose a frame-

work of three simple mechanisms at the MAC and routing layers to enhance TCP’s per-

formance. We demonstrate the improvements achieved when the framework is used in

isolation and in tandem with the ELFN scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we describe our simulation

environment, metrics, and protocols used. In Section III we present the simulation results

and interpret the results to identify the key factors that affect TCP performance. In Section

IV we outline theAtra framework and show how the mechanisms enhance TCP’s perfor-

mance. In Section V we discuss some issues left unaddressed in the paper and plausible



limitations of the proposed framework. Finally in Section VI we summarize related work

and conclude the paper.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

We use thens2[11] network simulator (version 2.1b7a) for all our simulations. Each

data point is averaged over 50 simulation runs with different seeds. The rest of the section

presents the details of the simulation environment, the algorithms and protocols used, and

the metrics used in the performance evaluation, in that order.

A. Simulation Environment and Protocols

• Physical Layer:The physical layer implementation consists of a combination of the

free space propagation model and the two-ray ground reflection model [12].Reference

distanceis set to a value of 100m in the free space model. Signal attenuates as1/r2 within

a reference distance. Outside of thereference distance, the ground reflection model is

used where the signal attenuates as1/r4. The physical layer follows IEEE 802.11’sDirect

Sequence Spread Spectrum(DSSS) specifications. We use a single channel, and the data

rate of the channel is set to 2 Mbps.

• Medium Access Control:The IEEE 802.11 medium access control protocol in the dis-

tributed coordinated function (DCF) mode is used as the MAC layer. Briefly, IEEE 802.11

is based on the CSMA/CA MAC scheme. For every unicast transmission, the sender

sends a request to send (RTS) to the receiver. If the receiver is able to receive the packet,

it replies with a clear to send (CTS). The sender then sends the data packet (DATA), and

upon correct receipt of the data, the receiver sends an acknowledgment (ACK) back to

the sender. The decision at the sender to send an RTS and at the receiver to send a CTS

is taken after sensing both the local channel state and the channel state at the neighbors

(through the NAV vector). Broadcast transmissions do not have a handshake and are

performed solely after making sure that the channel state (both local and virtual) is idle.



• Routing: We use the dynamic source routing (DSR) protocol for routing. Briefly, in

DSR a source S wishing to determine a route to a destination D floods the network with

a route request (RREQ) packet. Each intermediate node, when forwarding the flooded

RREQ, stamps its identifier onto the packet. When D receives the RREQ message, the

packet contains a list of nodes that it traversed through. D sends this route back to S which

then uses source routing to route packets1. However, we believe that the presented results

shall apply as long as an on-demand routing protocol is used. While the implementation

of the mechanisms within theAtra framework presented in Section IV do depend on the

choice of the routing protocol, the fundamental ideas behind the mechanisms can be easily

incorporated in any given routing protocol.

• Topology and Mobility Model:We use thesetdesttool in ns2to generate the topology

for the simulations. All simulations are performed for a 1000m x 1000m grid consisting

of 100 nodes. The nodes are distributed randomly over the grid. Theway-pointmobility

model is used to generate the mobility patterns for the nodes. Briefly, nodes pick random

destinations inside the grid and move toward the destinations using a speeds that is ran-

domly distributed between0 and MAXSPEED. When the nodes reach their destination,

they may remain idle at the destination for a PAUSE amount of time before they repeat

the cycle all over again. MAXSPEED and PAUSE are input parameters to the mobil-

ity model. We use pedestrian (1 m/s), and vehicular (10 m/s and 20 m/s) speeds in our

simulations. While the choice of the mobility model is based on its availability and popu-

larity, we believe that the conclusions drawn in the paper, and the consequent mechanisms

proposed will remain valid for other mobility models too [13].

• Traffic Generation: We useftp as the application over TCP for all the flows in the

network. Rationale for choosing a backlogged application such asftp was to help isolate

the impact of the dynamics of the underlying network on TCP. We study the effect of
1Note that the descriptions of both IEEE 802.11 and DSR are by no means complete and are provided here to give

the unfamiliar reader some context.



loading on the network, by investigating scenarios with 1 and 25 flows respectively. We

discuss why the impact of load is significant when studying TCP’s performance over ad-

hoc networks. Source-destination pairs for each flow are chosen randomly from the set

of 100 nodes in the network. All flows last for the entire simulation run of 100 seconds.

Packet sizes of 512 bytes are used. The TCP-NewReno version is used for all simulations.

• Explicit Link Failure Notification: While several variations of ELFN have been pro-

posed in related work, we use the ELFN mechanism proposed by Vaidya et.al. in [8]2.

This mechanism works as follows: when a route failure occurs, an ELFN message is sent

back to the source. Upon receipt of this message, the source freezes its current state in

terms of window size and timers. The source sends probe packets (the first packet that

is yet to be unacknowledged) to determine if a new route has been computed. When an

ACK arrives (indicating the availability of a new route), the source de-freezes the state

and continues as normal. The periodicity of the probe-packets is set to the minimum of

the values used in [8] to elicit the best performance from ELFN.

B. Metrics

We present three categories of metrics to illustrate the impact of mobility on TCP’s

performance: (i) Mobility induced factors relating to TCP performance, (ii) Impact of

factors (in (i)) on routing, and (iii) Impact of factors (in (i)) on TCP’s performance in

terms of throughput, retransmission timeout values, and loss percentages. We elaborate

on each of these metrics in the rest of the section:

• Mobility induced factors:We measure two metrics under this category: (a)MAC Failure

Detection Latency (hereafter referred to as MAC-FD latency): This is the average time

taken to detect a link failure at the MAC layer, and is measured as the amount of time

spent in the MAC layer on an average, by the packet that encounters a link failure, (b)

Route Computation Latency (hereafter referred to as RC latency): This is the Average
2We thank the authors of [8] for making the ns2 simulation code for ELFN publicly available.



time taken to re-compute a new route when link failure is detected. This is measured as

amount of time taken from when the route request is sent, upto when a valid route reply

for that request, is received.

• Impact of factors on route availability:We study the impact of the above parameters on

the route availability for connections at both the packet level and the flow level. Packet

level route unavailability index (hereafter referred to as PRU index)is measured as a

function of the average time spent by a packet at the source’s buffer. TheFlow level route

unavailability index (hereafter referred to as FRU index)is measured as the absolute time

during the simulation, for which a flow does not have a route to the destination.

• Impact of factors on TCP’s performance:In order to determine the impact of the mo-

bility induced factors on TCP’s performance, we monitor three parameters at the TCP

layer, namely:(a) Throughput, (b) Maximum retransmission timeout values, and (c) Loss

percentage experienced. While throughput is a direct metric of TCP’s performance, the

impact of the factors on the latter two parameters provides us with an indication of how

the performance degradation comes about.

III. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section we present four sets of results to discuss the impact of mobility on a

single connection scenario and multiple connection scenarios, as applicable for the default

TCP and ELFN schemes respectively. We analyze the benefits and limitations of these

schemes, summarize the results and draw conclusions that serve as motivation for the

elements introduced under theAtra framework in the section IV.

A. Default (802.11/DSR/TCP): 1 Connection: Impact of Mobility

The study of a scenario with 1 connection, although academic in nature, is beneficial

from the perspective of isolating the effects of mobility from the influence of factors such

as congestion. We mention a problem associated with multiple connection scenarios, in



the later sections. Related studies [8] have also adopted this approach to isolate the effects

of mobility. Figures from 1 to 6 present the throughput, MAC-FD latency, RC latency,

PRU index, FRU index and the TCP level loss rate for the default (TCP/DSR/802.11) and

the ELFN cases. Maximum value reached by the retransmission timer is also represented

separately for both the cases. Due to lack of space, we present RTO values only for

mobility rates of 1 m/s and 20 m/s respectively. Also, we do not present results for static

scenarios because of two reasons: (i) Static scenarios have been studied extensively in

related work [14], [15], [16], and (ii) our focus is on factors affecting performance in

scenarios with low to high mobility.

Referring to the curves for the default case in Figure 1, it is evident that there is a

throughput degradation with increasing mobility. Specifically, the throughput degrades

by more than 50% when the mobility increases from 1 m/s to 20 m/s.

Because of the low load in the network, MAC-FD and RC latencies have relatively

small values. However, the interesting observation here is that these two latencies have

similar orders of magnitude, and their values become significant when the load on the

network is increased. Observation of the FRU index reveals thatmobility does not have a

significant impact on these parameters. The FRU index does not show any marked vari-

ation as mobility increases because the RC latency is insignificant. The increase in PRU

index is explained by the fact that there is an increase in the number of route computations

as mobility increases. TCP is unaware of route calculations and hence pumps in packets

even when a route calculation is in progress. Hence, packets end up spending more time

on an average, in the routing layer, and the PRU index shows an increase. However, the

key cause behind the throughput degradation can be identified in the TCP loss percentage

graph in Figure 2. Each route failure induces upto a congestion window worth of losses.

Losses, as discussed earlier, have an absolute influence on the observed performance, in

addition to having a negative impact in the form of TCP’s reaction to such losses. Ob-



serving the retransmission timeout values at the source captures the negative impact of the

losses on the behavior of the TCP source. Figure 7 shows the maximum retransmission

timeout values for each simulation run for mobility rates of 1 m/s and 20 m/s respectively.

It can be seen that for the higher mobility rate, there is a distinct increase in the average

maximum retransmission timeout value indicating the firing of timers at the TCP source.

Thus, based on the results shown in Figures from 1 to 8, we can conclude that the

impact of mobility on a 1 connection scenario is primarily because of TCP losses, and

the consequent negative reaction at the TCP source. In addition, there is a negligible

contribution to the performance degradation by the MAC-FD and RC latencies.

B. Explicit Link Failure Notification: 1 Connection: Benefits and Limitations

In this section we discuss the results when ELFN is used in the scenario described in

the previous section. Figures from 1 to 6 present the results for the single connection

scenario for ELFN, along with that of the default case as well.

From Figure 1, it is clear that ELFN does have a positive impact on TCP’s performance

as mobility increases. At a mobility rate of 20 m/s, the improvement due to the use of

ELFN is around 20%3. An important reason for the improvement is the freezing of TCP

state and transmissions when a route is unavailable, and melting the state and restarting

transmissions only upon the discovery of a new route.

Observation of the latency graphs shows that the MAC-FD latency in Figure 3 for

ELFN exactly follows the behavior of the default case. This shows that even though

this factor is as important as the route computation latency, ELFN does not impact it in

any way. RC latency for ELFN shown in Figure 4, shows a significant increase, when

compared to the default case. The FRU index also shows a similar increase in magnitude.

This can be attributed to ELFN’s aggressive route probing - increased number of route
3Although in isolated scenarios ELFN produced significantly higher improvements of the order of 50-60%, over the

50 samples 20% improvement was consistently observed.



computations in turn increase the load in the network. This factor has also been identified

in related work [10], [15]. It is interesting to note that the PRU index shows a significant

decrease in magnitude. This is because TCP freezes its state, and stops sending packets

every time there is a route computation. This reduces the number of packets spending

time in the routing layer buffer because of the unavailability of a route, which in turn

reduces the PRU index. The ELFN mechanism reduces the number of packets sent out

when there is a route failure, and hence reduces the number of packets lost. This is evident

from Figure 2 where the loss percentage is reduced by, as much as, a factor of 33%. The

maximum retransmission timeout values for ELFN are shown in Figure 8. The interesting

point to note here is that for a higher mobility, the retransmission timer values are not as

scattered as they are in the default case. The confidence interval values (minimum and

maximum boundaries of the interval) for 1 and 25 connection scenarios for both Default

and ELFN schemes is shown in Table I. They are approximately within 5 to 20 percent of

the mean.

C. Default (802.11/DSR/TCP): 25 Connections: Impact of Mobility

In Figures from 9 to 14, we present the same set of results as above, but for a scenario

with 25 flows. The throughput degradation is evident as before from Figure 9. However,

the percentage degradation is about 36% when mobility rate increases from 1 m/s to 20

m/s as opposed to about 56% in the single connection scenario. This can be explained

as follows. When a flow, sayfk, experiences performance degradation due to mobility,

it is possible for one of the other 24 flows, sayfj (j 6= k), that is not experiencing

mobility related degradation, to consume the bandwidth given up byfk. However, during

the transient phase whenfj is catching up to occupy the bandwidth given up byfk, the

network is in a state of under-utilization when compared to an identical but static scenario.

Given a scenario in which the network is consistently dynamic, it is highly likely that flow

fj itself experiences mobility related degradation shortly before it manages to take up the



entire bandwidth relinquished byfk. Thus, while performance degradation can still be

expected, due to the ability of flows to offset (at least partially) each others’ degradation,

the magnitude of the degradation will be smaller.

While TCP loss rate and the consequent impact on the retransmission timers follows the

same pattern as in the single connection scenario, the MAC-FD and the RC latencies have

undergone an order of magnitude increase in this scenario (see Figures 10 and 11), when

compared to the single connection case. This is because of a higher load in the network.

The FRU and the PRU indices also increase, when compared to the values in a single

connection scenario. It can be observed in Figure 10 that the MAC-FD latency decreases

with an increase in mobility. This decrease can be attributed to the fact that when there

is a route failure and a subsequent route computation, TCP encounters congestion and

backs off. When the new route is computed, TCP invariably is in the slow start phase,

thus reducing the number of packets in the network. Hence the packets do not observe

much latency when they come into the MAC layer. RC latency, shown in Figure 11, is

of a similar order, when compared to the MAC-FD latency. The FRU and PRU indices

do not show much of a variation with respect to mobility. The percentage of TCP loss

is higher when compared that of the 1 connection case. This is obvious when the per

flow throughput decreases, packet losses as a percentage of achieved throughput would

increase.

While we draw summarized conclusions at the end of the section, one of the critical

observations that can be made based on the results presented thus far is the significant

contribution (both in the absolute sense, and in terms of the impact on TCP) of the MAC-

FD and RC latencies, when the load on the network is higher.

D. Explicit Link Failure Notification: 25 Connections: Benefits and Limitations

The performance of ELFN in a loaded network is however quite in contrast to the ob-

servations made thus far. The throughput, as evident from Figure 9, in fact degrades as



mobility rate increases. While other related work have also identified a similar drawback

of ELFN [10], the key reason behind the degradation is the aggressive probing by ELFN

to recover from route failures. When such flooding is being performed by all 25 con-

nections, the broadcast storm problem identified in [17] exacerbates. However, it should

be noted that even if the routing protocol were to be an idealistic one, ELFN would still

not improve on the performance of the default mechanisms because it does not explic-

itly address either the absolute influence of the large MAC-FD and RC latencies, or the

impact of such latencies on TCP’s behavior. The degradation in throughput could also

be explained through the results observed for the MAC-FD latency. This factor shows

a significant increase for ELFN, when compared to that of the default case. This could

be attributed to two reasons: (i) The network load increases because of aggressive route

probing, as pointed out earlier. (ii) The ELFN mechanism causes TCP to freeze its state

upon the occurrence of a route failure. When a new route is calculated, TCP restarts send-

ing traffic at the older rate. Hence, the congestion window estimate can potentially be

incorrect. If the congestion window happens to be an overestimate, this leads to a buffer

build-up at intermediate nodes, thus increasing the MAC-FD latency.

It can thus be concluded that ELFN does have its benefits in terms of masking the

impact of mobility in lightly loaded scenarios. But in heavily loaded scenarios, ELFN can

have a negative impact, when aggressive route probing is performed [10], [15]. On the

other hand, if aggressive route probing is not performed, the route recovery process will

be delayed. In both cases, ELFN will still not improve on the performance of the default

mechanisms because it does not explicitly address the issues of large failure detection and

route computation latencies.

E. Discussion and Conclusions

Based on the results presented thus far, we can identify the different components that

contribute to TCP’s performance degradation in the presence of mobility to be:



• TCP Losses:Every route failure induces upto a TCP-window worth of packet loss.

While the losses have a direct and absolute impact on the performance degradation, the

TCP source will also react to the losses by performing congestion control.

• MAC Failure Detection Time:Since the MAC layer (802.11) has to go through the cycle

of multiple retransmissions before concluding link failure, there is a distinct component

associated with the time taken to actually detect link failure from when the failure occurs.

Importantly, the detection time increases with increasing load in the network. A high

MAC detection time will result in a higher likelihood of the TCP source pumping in more

packets (upto a window ’s worth) into the broken path, and an eventual timeout.

• MAC Packet Arrival:When a failure is detected as mentioned above, the link failure

indication is sent only to the source of the packet that triggered the detection. If another

source is using the same link in the path to its destination, the node upstream of the link

failure will have to wait till it receives a packet from the other source before that source

is informed of the link failure. This also contributes to the delay after which a source

realizes that a path is broken.

• Route Computation Time:Once a source is informed of a path failure, the time taken

to recompute the route also increases with increasing load. For a load of 25 connections

in the ELFN case, the per-flow average of the aggregate time spent in route computation

during a 100 second simulation went as high as 15 seconds resulting in an immediate

degradation of performance by 15%. In addition to the absolute impact, TCP is also

likely to experience timeouts during each route computation time, especially in the higher

load scenario where route computation time is around a few of seconds.

In the next section, we present theAtra framework, that derives on the learnings in the

previous sections, and thus develops three mechanisms to address the problems detailed

earlier.



IV. T HE ATRA FRAMEWORK

In this section we propose a framework calledAtra that consists of a set of simple

and easily implementable mechanisms that are motivated by the insights gained from

the performance evaluation in Section III. We first describe the Atra framework and

evaluate its performance in isolation, and in tandem with the ELFN approach. In order to

understand the benefits of the individual mechanisms within the Atra framework, we also

present results observed when different subsets of the mechanisms are in use.

A. The Atra Framework

The mechanisms in the Atra framework are based on the following three goals: (i) min-

imize the probability of route failures, (ii) predict route failures in advance and thus enable

the source to recompute an alternate route before the existing route fails, and (iii) mini-

mize the latency in conveying route failure information to the source, for route failures

that are not successfully predicted. The Atra framework consists of three mechanisms

targeted toward each of the above goals respectively:

• Symmetric Route Pinning:The DSR routing protocol does not explicitly use symmetric

routes between a source and a destination, i.e. the route taken from the source to the

destination can be different from the route taken from the destination to the source. In

fact, for most runs of our simulations we observed asymmetric routes being used for the

TCP data path and the corresponding ACK path. While the use of asymmetric routes is

not an issue in a static network, in a dynamic network where nodes are mobile using an

asymmetric path increases the probability of route failure for a connection.

A TCP connection will stall irrespective of whether the forward or the reverse path is

broken. Consider a simple scenario using two edge-disjoint routes with hop lengths of

h1 and h2, for the DATA and ACK paths. Assuming an uniform probability of link

failurep for all links in the network, the probability of a path failure for the connection is

1− (1− p)(h1+h2). Whereas, if the forward and reverse paths share the same set of edges,



the probability of a path failure for the connection is1− (1− p)h1 which is smaller.

The first mechanism in the Atra framework is calledsymmetric route pinning(SRP). In

this mechanism. the ACK path of a TCP connection is always kept the same as the data

path. The mechanism implemented at the DSR layer does the route pinning only for non-

piggybacked ACKs. Note that the last design decision is immaterial for unidirectional

connections4, but in case of bidirectional connections, the forward path progression can

be asynchronous to the reverse path progression. If the paths are asymmetric, it leads to an

implicit load balancing on both the paths, but performing route pinning for piggybacked

ACKs can severely increase the congestion along the path.

• Route Failure Prediction:While the symmetric route pinning mechanism merely re-

duces the probability of route failures for a connection, the second mechanism in Atra

attempts to predict the occurrence of a link failure based on received signal strengths.

Specifically, a node predicts the occurrence of a link failure based on the progression of

signal strengths of packet receptions from a particular neighbor. Maintaining a history of

the progression enables nodes to dynamically profile the speed at which the two nodes are

moving away from each other by observing the slope of the progression5. The threshold

to trigger a prediction is a tunable parameter that would determine thelook-ahead time

for the link failure. Since the objective is to enable the completion of an alternate route

computation before the current path fails, we empirically set the value for the look-ahead

time to 2 seconds for all simulations. This value is assumed to be the coarse upper bound

for route computation time for all simulations. A critical aspect of the prediction process

is the propagation model used. Since we assume the two ray ground reflection model

for distances greater than 100m, we use the following equation to calculate the threshold

receive power corresponding to a particular slope (and hence speed) and the look-ahead
4Connections with data flow in any direction
5[18] also proposes a similar mechanism for route failure prediction (RFP), although not in the context of TCP

performance enhancement. Please see the reference for a more detailed discussion of why signal strength is a reliable

metric to predict link failures.



time. Based on the model, the received powerPr can be specified as:

Pr =
K

d4

where K is a constant and is a function of the gains and heights of receive and transmitter

antenna, and the transmit power.d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.

Thus given a look-ahead timet and the observed relative speed between the two nodess,

the threshold power to trigger a prediction can be calculated as:

PRFP =
K

(r − s ∗ t)4

wherer is the transmission range. The speeds is computed from the slope of the history

of transmission powers observed. If the size of the history isN (N packet reception

powers and corresponding times), the speed is calculated as follows:

s =

∑N
i=1

(1/Pi+1)
1/4−(1/Pi)

1/4

ti+1−ti

N − 1

wherePi andti represent the received power and time of reception for theith packet in

the history. We useN = 3 in all our simulations. When a source receives a predicted

route failure message it issues a new route request and continues to use the current path.

This path is used either till a new route is computed or the current route fails and a normal

route error is received. Route requests are suppressed based on the same thresholds used

to predict route failures. Hence, a route that is close to failure will not be chosen during

any route computation process. Note that the mechanism employed to predict link failures

is merely a heuristic ,and can fail either by incorrectly predicting a link failure or by fail-

ing to predict an actual link failure. In case of incorrect prediction, the throughput of the

corresponding connection remains unaffected because the source will continue to use the

current path until a new alternate path is computed or the current path fails. Since the cur-

rent path will not fail, the source will switch its connection only upon the recomputation

of an alternate path. Also if the current path is the best path, it will again be recomputed



as the alternate path thus preventing any sub-optimality because of wrong predictions.

The drawback of incorrect predictions is that unnecessary route recomputation overheads

would be incurred. On the other hand, if an actual route failure is not predicted success-

fully, the performance of the connection will be only as bad as the scenario in which

there is no prediction mechanism employed. As seen from our performance evaluations

presented later in the section, use of the prediction mechanism significantly improves the

observed throughput.

Also note that the prediction mechanism can successfully predict only the mobility related

route failures. Other possibilities like congestion based route failures will not be (and

should not be) captured by the prediction mechanism. These will trigger normal route

errors as usual.

• Proactive Route Errors (PRE):If a link failure occurs (either due to congestion or due

to mobility), but has not been successfully predicted by the failure prediction mechanism,

the third mechanism in Atra tries to minimize the latency involved in the route failure

information being carried to the source(s) that were using the link. In the default set-up,

DSR will issue a route error only to the source of the packet that triggered the link failure

detection at the MAC layer. If multiple sources are using the same link, packets will

have to arrive from those source as well, before route errors are sent back to them, thus

increasing the latency between the link failure detection and the time at which the sources

are informed. This latency is further inflated because subsequent packets, arriving from

other sources will have to go through theMAC failure detection timecycle before the link

failure is inferred. To get around this problem, each node in Atra maintains a cache of the

source ids of TCP connections, that have used a particular link in the pastT seconds (T

set to a 1 second in our simulations). When a link failure is detected, all sources that have

used the link in the pastT seconds are informed about the link failure through normal

route errors. This reduces the latency involved in the route failure information delivery



which consequently reduces the number of losses and also triggers earlier alternate route

computations.

It is interesting to note that the proactive route error mechanism can prove to be disadvan-

tageous when a link failure has occurred due to congestion. Consider an example where a

link between nodesA andB is traversed by2 TCP connectionsf1 andf2. In the default

set-up, when a packet belonging tof1 experiences congestion related link failure, onlyf1

would be informed of the link failure promptingf1 to choose a different route and thus

relieving congestion along the original path forf2. However, when the proactive route

error mechanism is used, bothf1 andf2 will be informed of the route failure making

both of them to recompute their routes (although the same path might be chosen all over

again). However, the characteristic of the default set-up to let route requests through in

preference to data packets results in routes being chosen irrespective of the congestion

along the path. Hence, in the example considered there is nothing to prevent flowf1 from

choosing the same path again even under the default set-up.

B. Performance Evaluation

In order to better understand the contributions made by each of the three mechanisms,

we present results for the following schemes: RFP+PRE, SRP and Atra. Further, in order

to study the impact of using ELFN with the proposed mechanism we also present the

results of RFP+PRE+ELFN and Atra+ELFN. Default TCP and ELFN are also included

for comparison. We present results for the same set of metrics, as presented in the previous

section.

B.1 1 Connection Scenario

Figures from 16 to 21 present the observed performance for the Atra framework in the

one connection scenario.

• Throughput and Fairness:



From Figure 16,it can be observed that Atra and its various variations outperform the

default protocol stack and ELFN by a large margin. Specifically,Atra exhibits throughput

improvement of around 100% over the default case at a mobility rate of 20 m/s. The

improvement is around 70% when compared to the ELFN approach. Since Atra does

not have any explicit mechanisms to minimize MAC failure detection latency, there is

no perceivable difference in the values for that metric. Although Atra’s mechanisms do

not inherently perform anything to increase the route computation time, we do observe

an increase in the route computation latency. We attribute this increase to the significant

increase in the utilization of the network.

A true indication of the causes for the performance enhancement can be observed from

the TCP loss rate in Figure 17 and RTO values in Figures 7, 8 and 22. The loss rate

experienced by the Atra framework is significantly lower than that of either ELFN for

the default scenario. The improvement in loss rate is a direct result of alternate routes

being computed even before the current path fails preventing any disruptions of traffic.

The prevention of disruptions is also evident from the TCP RTO values result shown in

Figures 7, 8 and 22. While the RTO values for the default and ELFN scenarios are highly

dispersed with large values, the values when Atra is used predominantly remains around

the default value for the TCP retransmission timer even as mobility rate increases.

The confidence interval values (minimum and maximum boundaries of interval) for the

1 connection scenario forAtra is shown in the table II. As seen, they are approximately

within 5 to 15 percent of mean, thereby providing a reasonably degree of fairness in the

network.

• Impact on Parameters:

Observation of the MAC-FD latency in Figure 18 shows that the progression of curves

for all the cases are comparable. This is logical because none of the mechanisms under

consideration impact the MAC-FD latency. RC latency shown in Figure 19, seems to



increase steadily for all the newer mechanisms, and it is the lowest for the default case.

The increase in case of ELFN has been explained earlier. For Atra, the increase is pri-

marily because of the RFP and PRE mechanisms, which cause an increase in the network

load. Note that this is not the case with SRP, and the individual simulation with SRP is

of a lower magnitude than that of ELFN andAtra. The interesting fact to note is that the

RC latency for ELFN is still higher than that of Atra, for higher mobility. As expected,

Atra+ELFN generates the highest network load, which is reflected in the graph for this

case, as the curve with the highest magnitude.

The FRU index shown in Figure 20 forAtra is also coupled with how the RC latency

behaves, and it shows an increase forAtra and its related mechanisms. However the PRU

index shown in Figure 21 forAtra is much lower than that of the default and ELFN cases.

This is obvious because the mechanisms inAtra aim to proactively calculate routes, in

case of imminent route failures. Thus the node has a valid route to the destination, most

of the times. As a result, the packets spend much less time at the node, and hence PRU

index decreases. Note that for the curve for SRP is even higher than that of the default

case. Also note thatAtra+ELFN performs the best in this case, thus proving beyond doubt

that ELFN works well withAtra. All these factors help in reducing the TCP Losses shown

in Figure 17 to a large extent, which leads to a better throughput. The retransmission loss

graphs shown in Figure 17 are self explanatory. The values forAtra are kept to their

minimum values for all the samples, for both 1 and 20 m/s.

B.2 25 Connections Scenario

Figure from 23 to 28 compare the Atra framework with the other schemes when the

load in the network is increased to 25 connections.

• Throughput and Fairness:

The improvement in throughput shown in Figure 23 over that of the default scenario is

around 50%. The reduction in performance improvement, when compared to the single



connection case, can be attributed to the fact that other flows can take up bandwidth given

up by a suffering flow. However, note that the transient phase involved will still contribute

to an overall performance degradation when compared to a static scenario. Note that the

performance of ELFN goes down below that of the default protocol stack, the reason for

which, has been explained in section III. The effective improvement exhibited byAtra

over ELFN amounts to around 300%. ELFN’s aggressive route probing, as mentioned

earlier, can severely degrade performance due to the broadcast storm problem [17]. A

heuristic tuning of ELFN’s probing rate can potentially alleviate the throughput degrada-

tion observed. However, note that ELFN does not address other issues with TCP that we

point out subsequently.

Figure 28 shows the TCP loss percentage for all the schemes. The loss percentage for

RFP+PRE is the lowest, which proves that these two mechanisms are sufficient in reduc-

ing the losses. Note that the loss percentage forAtra is higher than that of RFP+PRE.

This can be attributed to the SRP mechanism, which results in packet losses, because of

the additional load imposed by the ACK path on the route taken by the data path. This

results in an increase in the number of congestion based route failures which triggers fur-

ther route requests that in turn increases the load in the network. However, an interesting

observation is that when SRP is used in tandem with the other mechanisms in Atra, it does

not exhibit the same negative effect on the throughput performance. The loss percentage

for Atra is lowered by a factor of 75% when compared to ELFN, which in turn does not

address the issue of TCP losses and the consequent RTO backoffs.

The confidence interval values for the 25 connection scenario forAtra is shown in the

table II. As can be seen again, they are approximately within 5 to 15 percent of mean,

thereby providing a reasonably degree of fairness in the network.

• Impact on Parameters:

It is interesting to note that the MAC-FD latency curves shown in Figure 24, forAtra



and other mechanisms, all lie within the curve for the ELFN and default case. Also note

that the MAC-FD curve forAtra is the closest to that of the default case, which is the

minimum obtained here. The reason for such a behavior is that the mechanisms inAtra

do cause an increase in network load because of all the additional route calculation traffic,

thus increasing magnitude of MAC-FD latency. The RC latency shown in Figure 25 is

considerably lowered when compared to the default case. Note that the FRU and PRU

indices forAtra are also insignificant, when compared to the ELFN and SRP case. The

explanation of ELFN exhibiting such a behavior has been explained earlier in section III.

The FRU index for SRU increases because of contention on the reverse path because of

a symmetric path characteristic, which increases the number of route calculations, thus

increasing the load on the network. This fact is corroborated by the MAC-FC curve for

SRP, which is comparable to that of ELFN. Note that the FRU and PRU index values for

Atra is lower than the default and ELFN cases. Specifically, the PRU index value reduces

by a factor of 70% when compared to ELFN. This is because ELFN does not address

the issue of MAC-FD latency and the consequent impact on TCP, and the impact of the

absolute value for FRU index.

In conclusion, the mechanisms in the Atra contribute to (i) reducing the number of route

failures, (ii) predicting route failures before they occur and (iii) minimizing the latency

for route error information delivery to sources, and thus, in the process, significantly

improves throughput performance both when compared to the default protocol stack and

an ELFN enabled protocol stack.

V. I SSUES ANDRELATED WORK

In this section we discuss some issues with the proposed Atra framework along with

some problems unaddressed in this paper.

• Random Wireless Errors:In order to keep within the focus of the paper we have not

discussed the impact of random wireless errors on the performance of TCP. However, we



have performed extensive simulations to study such impact and have observed that a reli-

able link layer mechanism6 like the one provided by the IEEE 802.11 protocol (by virtue

of its ACK handshake) is sufficient to handle even non-significant amounts of wireless

random losses. Figure 29 shows the observed throughput in a one connection scenario

where the per-link wireless random loss probability is varied from 1% to 10%. Results

for both unreliable and reliable link layers are shown. It can be observed that the use of a

reliable link layer mechanism effectively hides the lossy nature of the underlying wireless

network.

In Figure 30 we study the performance of connections with different hop lengths with and

without a reliable link layer for a scenario with a random packet loss probability of 5%.

The goal was to study the effect of the hop length of a connection on the error-recovery

capabilities of the reliable link layer. The motivation behind the study is to investigate the

possibility of the link layer retransmissions interfering with TCP layer retransmissions

for short hop length connections as reported in [19]. However, for the assumed network

environment with a 2Mbps data rate, the granularity of recovery at the link-layer was

significantly lower (few tens of milliseconds) than the TCP error recovery time (which is

at-least one second as specified in [20]). The result for a loss probability of 0% is also

shown as the reference curve.

• Transport Layer Mechanisms:Since the goal of this work was to study the impact of

mobility on TCP’s performance, no changes have been proposed to TCP per se. While an

argument can be made against TCP changes based on its extensive usage in the backbone

Internet and consequent compatibility issues, recent trends have been toward designing

tailored transport protocols that are TCP friendly but suited to the target environments

[21], [19], [22]. A non-comprehensive set of changes that could be incorporated at the

transport layer given the characteristics of an ad-hoc network environment include: (i)

Rate based transmissions.Ad-hoc networks have the unique property wherein the trans-
6Pseudo-reliable since IEEE 802.11 infers link failure after 7 retransmission attempts.



mission of packets belonging to the same flow on the multiple hops along the flow’s path

contend with each other for access to the shared channel. Hence, from a purely utilization

perspective, significant gains can be achieved by making the transmission at the source

rate based rather than the window-based burst transmissions employed by TCP. (ii)TCP-

SACK Extensions.The Selective ACK scheme introduced in [23] is particularly addressed

toward lossy environments where the receiver buffer can have several holes, enabling the

sender to retransmit only the holes and thus save on precious bandwidth. However, the

current specification for TCP-SACK supports the advertisement of only three blocks of

non-contiguous data. While the limit of three is suitable for the wireline Internet envi-

ronment, it would be a severe limitation in an ad-hoc network environment. (iii) Since

typical ad-hoc networks are expected to consist of a few hundred nodes at a maximum,

and considerable inter-layer interactions exist even in the current set-up of an ad-hoc

network protocol stack, feedback from the intermediate routers in the network can sig-

nificantly help the transport layer’s congestion control scheme. For instance, while it can

be extremely difficult to distinguish between random wireless losses, congestion based

losses, and mobility related losses based on purely end to end mechanisms, appropriate

feedback from the routers can help in distinguishing between the loss types and reacting

accordingly.

• Prediction Accuracy:The route failure prediction scheme proposed in this paper is a

heuristic mechanism and hence can fail to either predict route failures successfully or

wrongly predict route failures. As explained in Section IV both scenarios are not catas-

trophic to the operation of the network. While in the first case, the performance will be as

bad as a scheme without any prediction capabilities, the second case would lead to an ad-

ditional overhead caused by the alternate route computation process. However, we briefly

discuss the possibility of wrong route failures and the robustness of the proposed scheme

to overcome possible causes of misprediction. There are two possible scenarios in which



the proposed scheme can mispredict a route failure: (i) When two nodesA andB are

relatively stationary, but the distance between them is marginally smaller than the trans-

mission range; and (ii) When the received signal strength varies due to causes other than

distance, say for example channel fading. However, recall that the proposed approach

maintains a history of the received signal strengths and makes its link-failure prediction

based on both the configured look-ahead time and the slope of the curve representing the

progression of received signal strengths on that particular link. This simple mechanism of

maintaining the history will prevent mispredictions from occurring due to both the above

causes. A history as small as three packets was sufficient to maintain a high degree of

accuracy in our simulations.

A. Related Work

Several research works have focused on developing better routing protocols ([6], [7]),

while some have attempted to identify factors affecting the performance in static multi-

hop wireless network scenarios ([14], [15], [16]). [14] studies the performance of TCP

on static wireless networks and evaluates explicit feedback techniques for improving

throughput. It also focuses on burst errors in wireless networks and discussed the ef-

fect of packet size variations on throughput. [15] studies the effect of routing and link

layer mechanisms on TCP performance. It focuses on route cache management strategies

for a mobile ad hoc network, and also briefly discusses the effect of link layer retransmis-

sions on TCP throughput, in a fixed wireless network. [16] concentrates on fixed wireless

multihop networks and evaluates TCP performance on various MAC schemes. It does a

good job of outlining the problems that might occur in a fixed multihop network (linear

and grid topologies) because of TCP and MAC layer interactions. Recent work ([8], [10],

[9], [24]) discusses effect of mobility on TCP performance and suggests various trans-

port layer mechanisms to solve the problems caused due to mobility. [8] evaluates an

explicit link failure notification technique in the context of improving TCP performance



over multihop mobile ad hoc networks. It discusses in detail, the effect of link failures due

to mobility on throughput of the connections and shows that the throughput improves by

a significant amount when ELFN is used in the network. However, the focus is on a single

connection scenario, and they mention that they intend to study the effect on multiple con-

nections. [10] also studies the performance of ELFN on static and dynamic networks and

corroborates the results obtained in [8]. However, this paper also focuses only on a single

connection scenario, possibly because of ease and clarity of explanations. It claims that

the throughput increases by around 5% on static networks and also cites best case values

to show around 7 times improvement. Note that these values are not averaged but are truly

best case. [9] discusses a mechanism called TCP-Feedback, which uses route failure and

re-establishment notifications to provide feedback to TCP, and thus reduce the number of

packet retransmissions and TCP back offs during route calculation, to improve through-

put. However, this mechanism is not evaluated for ad hoc networks. [24] studies the

performance of TCP on three different routing protocols and proposes a heuristic called

fixed RTO, which essentially freezes the TCP RTO value whenever there is a route loss.

They also evaluate the effectiveness of TCP’s selective and delayed acknowledgements

in improving the performance. [25] examines the capacity of wireless ad hoc networks

by studying the interactions of 802.11 and ad hoc forwarding, and its effect on network

capacity. This does a very good job of outlining the raw capacity that one can obtain,

while using 802.11 on an ad hoc network. [26] evaluates an alternate path routing scheme

on a mobile ad hoc network and claims that it provides a 20% reduction in the end to

end delay for bursty data streams. It also highlights a route coupling problem that occurs

because of overlap of different route paths. Most of the related work investigates only a

select few factors affecting performance namely the route computation time, delay, effect

of path lengths and mobility. We investigate a comprehensive list of parameters affecting

performance at the MAC, routing and transport layers and thus come up with solutions at



the MAC and routing layers to solve the problems.

VI. SUMMARY

Multi-hop wireless ad-hoc networks have gained considerable attention over the last

decade by virtue of their applications to military and disaster relief applications, and more

recently even in conventional wireless packet data networks. In this paper we investigate

the impact of the mobility of nodes in an ad-hoc network on TCP’s performance. We iden-

tify the key factors that contribute to TCP’s performance degradation as (i) TCP losses, (ii)

MAC link failure detection latency, (iii) Link failure notification latency, and (iv) Route

computation time. We show that the above factors contribute both in absolute terms and

in terms of their impact on TCP’s behavior. We argue that existing solutions to improve

TCP performance that fall under the broad category of ELFN schemes address only a

subset of the factors. Finally, we propose a framework calledAtra consisting of three

easily implementable mechanisms at the medium access and routing layers that alleviates

the impact of mobility on TCP’s performance. We demonstrate through simulations that

the proposed framework improves TCP’s performance by about 100% over the default

TCP/DSR/802.11 protocol stack, and by about 70% over an ELFN enabled protocol stack

in a lightly loaded (one connection) dynamic (speed of 20 m/s) scenario. The performance

enhancement over the default and ELFN protocol stacks in a heavily loaded (25 connec-

tions) mobile (20 m/s) scenario is observed to be around 50% and 300% respectively.
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1 Connection   Default                                               1  Connection ELFN

25 Connections Default                                               25 Connections ELFN

          1         393.465     318.07        468.86           19.16              398.1598    319.35         476.97          19.79

10        275.7008    224.28       327.12            18.65              301.8654     231.14        372.59          23.4

20        174.7985    139.52       210.08            20.18              210.4042     170.39        250.42          19.0

1         33.4146      30.82            36.01           7.76                 34.276        31.53          37.02           8.0

10       26.511        24.14          28.89             8.95                 17.486        15.69          19.28           10.26

 20        20.762        19.32          22.2              6.93                 8.33             7.22            9.45             13.3

 Mob
m/sec

Avg(kbps) Min(kbps) Max(kbps)   %                 Avg(kbps)  Min(kbps) Max(kbps)    %

TABLE I

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL VALUES FOR THROUGHPUT: DEFAULT/ELFN



1          395.0592         321.76           468.36              18.5

10        389.0298         327.08           450.98              15.9

20         329.3454         284.63          374.06              13.5

1         43.4905           39.91             47.07               8.10

 10        37.8511          35.24             40.46                6.60

 20        31.3688           29.59            33.15                6.04

m/sec

 Mobility

  25 Connections ATRA

                 1 Connection ATRA

            Avg (kbps)   Min (kbps)   Max (kbps)        %

TABLE II

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL VALUES FOR THROUGHPUT: ATRA
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Fig. 9. Throughput: ELFN 25 Connections
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Fig. 10. MAC Failure Detection Latency: ELFN 25 Connections
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Fig. 11. Route computation latency: ELFN 25 Connections
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Fig. 12. Flow level Route Unavailability Index: ELFN 25 Connections
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Fig. 13. Packet level Route Unavailability Index: ELFN 25 Connections
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Fig. 14. TCP Loss Percentage: ELFN 25 Connections
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Fig. 16. Throughput: All 1 Connection
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Fig. 17. TCP Loss Percentage: All Connection
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Fig. 18. MAC failure Detection Latency: All Connection
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Fig. 19. Route computation latency: All Connection
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Fig. 20. Flow level Route Unavailability Index: All Connection
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Fig. 21. Packet level Route Unavailability Index Rate: All Connection
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Fig. 22. TCP RTO max time: All 1 Connection
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Fig. 23. Throughput: All 25 Connections
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Fig. 24. MAC failure Detection Latency: All 25 Connections
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Fig. 25. Route computation latency: All 25 Connections
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Fig. 26. Flow level Route Unavailability Index: All 25 Connections
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Fig. 27. Packet level Route Unavailability Index Rate: All 25 Connections
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Fig. 28. TCP Loss Percentage: All 25 Connections
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Fig. 29. Random Loss Probability (% of packets) vs. Throughput
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